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Superstring one-loop amplitudes with massive external states are shown to be in general ill-defined due to internal on-shell 
propagators. However, we argue that since any massive string state (in the uncompactified theory) has a finite lifetime to decay 
into massless particles, such amplitudes are not terms in the perturbative expansion of physical S-matrix elements: these can be 
defined only with massless external states. Consistent massive amplitudes require an off-sheU formalism. 

1. It is generally expected that superstring theories 
[ 1 ] are totally finite. Complete expressions of multi- 
loop amplitudes are not yet available [2 ], but explicit 
computations of one-loop amplitudes with massless 
external states are straightforward [ 1 ]. They exhibit 
the singularities expected in a narrow-resonance 
approximation [ 3], where unitarity is implemented 
perturbatively, and otherwise are completely finite. 
In particular, the tadpole divergence associated with 
the transition of a massless dilaton into the vacuum 
is absent, due to the supersymmetry of the spectrum. 

In these computations certain potential diver- 
gences are suppressed by the vanishing of the one- 
loop self-energies of the massless external states. As 
mentioned in ref. [4], this is no longer true for mas- 
sive external states, whose self-energies are not pro- 
tected from radiative correlations by gauge or 
supersymmetry. Our purpose here is to discuss what 
happens in this case. As an example we obtain a sim- 
ple one-loop amplitude with 1 massive and 2 mass- 
less external states, through factorizing an amplitude 
with 4 massless states. It is shown to be divergent 
due to a massive propagator that must be evaluated 
on shell due to the kinematics, and cannot be taken 
off-shell in an S-matrix formalism. On the other hand, 
we remark that any massive string state, that is on- 
shell in tree-approximation sense, can decay into a 
set o f  on-shell massless states. Thus massive states 
have finite lifetimes and cannot be used as asymp- 
totic states. (In this work, "massive" and "massless" 
is meant in terms of the original uncompactified the- 
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ory. Upon compactification one can generate stable 
massive solitons, they will be discussed separately 
below, with no change in conclusions.) 

Consequently, we take the viewpoint that string 
amplitudes with massive external states are not terms 
in the perturbative expansion of any physical S- 
matrix element. These can be defined only with 
massless external states; they have been shown to be 
one-loop finite, and may remain so at higher orders. 

2. To begin, we recall the form of a typical mass- 
less superstring one-loop amplitude. Consider the 
scattering of 4 massless states in type-II theory. A 
standard.computation outlined in ref. [ 1] gives 

A[ 1,2,3,4] =K[  1,2,3,4] J d2z [Im z]-2 Fs(r), 
F 

where 

F s ( ' ~ ) =  [K~r~]4 [ Imz]  -3 f h dZv, 1-] [Zu] k''k'/2 
I=  1 I=  l 

{- -~( Im v . )2~  O,(vjiIr) 

V J I = V J - - V I  " ( l )  

In analogue-model terms [5], Us ( J =  1,2,3) para- 
metrizes the position of 3 sources (in general dipoles 
or higher multipoles depending on the vertex) of 
strength ks: the external momentum at vertex J, rel- 
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ative to one located at z on a two-dimensional 
homogeneous toroidal conductor, z parametrizes the 
shape of the toms, and K[ 1,2,3,4] is a kinematical 
factor that contains the wavefunctions of the exter- 
nal states. For notation and conventions, we follow 
ref. [ 1 ]; in particular our metric is [ - ,  +,..., + ]. Sin- 
gularities occur in (1) at configurations where two 
or more sources coincide. At this point one has to 
distinguish between (a) singularities that occur only 
for specific values of external momenta, and (b) sin- 
gularities that make the amplitude ill-defined irre- 
spective of the external momenta. The former are 
poles of on-shell intermediate states, and are per- 
fectly acceptable in a formalism based on a narrow 
resonance approximation. Inclusion of higher order 
radiative corrections will ameliorate them. But the 
latter are genuine divergences: if they show up in a 
physical quantity they require a subtraction 
procedure. 

Let us consider an example of the first type. In eq. 
(1) take PIE ~ [/)1 -- /22[  ~'~ E"~O" In this limit 
Z u [ v z ~ , z ]  ~ 2hE, and we obtain 

F~(z) ~'-f d2~ (~ . )k l ' k2 /2  , (2) 

0 

where we neglect a prefactor, containing all other 
variables, that is irrelevant for the discussion. For 

kl "k2/2=N , 

where N is a negative integer ~< - 2 ,  (2) is divergent. 
In our space-like metric, N is the invariant [mass] 2 

in the relevant channel, and singularities coincide 
with tuning the external momenta to excite a reso- 
nance. Now let us go back to (1), and consider the 
integration region where the 3 v, lie within an infin- 
itesimal ball of radius c. Then 

F~(z) ~fd2~ ( ~ ) ( k i . k 2 + k ,  . k 3 + k 2 . k 3 ) / 2  . (3) 

0 

As all external particles are massless we obtain 

Z kz.k, =O--,k, .k: +k, "k3 H-k2 'k3 = 0 ,  (4) 
l < J  

and the potential divergence disappears. A similar 
situation takes place in heterotic-string computa- 
tions [4][ The limit ~--,0 in (3) corresponds to a 
configuration where the toms sits on an external 

massless propagator, and acts as a self-energy radia- 
tive correction. That such configurations give van- 
ishing contributions is an aspect of the non- 
renormalization of the self-energies of massless states. 
They are protected by gauge and/or supersymmetries. 

However, if the external particles were not all 
massless, (4) would not be true, and (3) need not 
be regular. For example, if particle 4, located at z is 
massive, conservation of momentum will force the 
invariant mass in the { 1,2,3} channel to be equal to 
that of 4, and (3) will be singular. Since the singu- 
larity will be present for all allowed external 
momenta, this would be an example of type (b) 
mentioned above, and the amplitude would be ill- 
defined. 

3. Let us work out a simple example. Consider a 
one-loop amplitude in type-II superstring theory with 
2 massless and 1 massive external states. (We will 
choose an amplitude which is common to both types 
IIA and I IB. )  It is straightforward to compute this 
direclty in light-cone operator formalism: the com- 
putation parallels that of massless amplitudes. The 
only new ingredient is the massive vertex. It facto- 
rizes into functions of left- and right-moving modes. 
Restricting to transverse polarization, which is 
allowed for a small number of external legs, we obtain 
as a simple example 

V( ~,k,z) =g ~o~BO ~ exp[ ik.x( z) ] , (5) 

where 

B~J(r) =B~(~)B,(r) 

= [pi(~) +kmR~m(T)] [/v(r) +kog~.(O], 

Ris(r) =~ S(r)r°- s(z) ,  

with similar expressions for /Tkz.~0 ff contains all 
polarization vectors, and the choice of contractions 
and symmetrizations determines the specific state 
considered. All other notations are standard [ 1 ]. 
Notice that (5) contains a factor quartic in the fer- 
mion zero-modes. Hence an amplitude with two 
massless and a single massive vertex of type (5) will 
contain 8 So (and 8 ~o) operators and will therefore 
be nonvanishing, in general. 

A more direct way to obtain the required ampli- 
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tude is to factorize a four-particle massless ampli- 
tude on the required massive state. Consider (1) in 
the limit (2),  and factorize it on a massive scalar 
which we denote by 5. [In general there will be more 
than 1 scalar, depending on the way we contract the 
polarization tensors of the initial massless particles, 
but our discussion is valid for any of them.] Sche- 
matically, we have 

Al-loop[ 1,2,3,4] 

-+A~_toop[1,2,5] [scalar-pole] At~e[5,3,4]. (6) 

Picking up the residue on the RHS of (6), which is 
well-defined if 1, 2 and 5 are not overlapping, and 
factorizing at the constant three-point function 
Atree [ 5,3,4 ] we obtain the desired amplitude. Let us 
obtain the [level-1 massive scalar-~two-graviton]- 
amplitude (ground states are denoted as level-0) 
from four-graviton amplitude. For convenience we 
rewrite (1) in the more symmetric form [ 1 ] 

At-Loop [ 1,2,3,4] =K[  1,2,3,4] 

,=1 -~ ( - 4 ~  ~ f  ( ~  O2ZI) IOJ/ \ I n l e o l /  

X ~[ [Z,]  k'k~/2 , (7) 
l < J  

4 where 09 = 1-[ ~= t z~. Factorizing on a scalar pole, the 
kinematic factor K[ 1,2,3,4] with all polarization 
tensors will also factorize with no index contractions 
between the two factors. Fixing the position of z4 and 
taking the limit z3~z4, we obtain the measure 

4 
]-[ dzt--*dzl dz2dz5 , 
I=1 

where we have relabelled the overlap point by 5 for 
clarity, since a different particle is now attached to 
it. Similarly 

1/Iogl2 ~ l / I z t z 2 z ~ l  , lnlogl--,lnlzlZ2Z~l , 

and 

I~ [ZlJ] k''ks/2 ~ [Z'~-] k' "k2/2[)~15]k2"ks/2 
l<d 

x [Z251 k2 k512 [ " X , , " ]  k3 ~ ] 2  , 

where we have used k5 = k3 + k4, and "Z55" stands for 
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~34 in the limit [Z3--z4l = e--*0, namely 2re I e[. From 
( k 3 + k a ) 2 = k 2 = - 8 = 2 k 3 " k 4 ,  where the normaliza- 
tion in ref. [ 1 ] is used we recover the scalar pole (6), 
and can now pick up the residue. 

Next, we have to factor out the [massive scalar 
/two-graviton] coupling. Once again, this can be 
computed either directly, or from the general three- 
supersymmetric-reggeon coupling [ 6], and the fact 
that a three-pomeron vertex is a product of two three- 
reggeon vertices with suitable symmetrizations. 
However, the easiest way to obtain it is once again 
through factorization of a suitable amplitude on the 
required state. This time we factorize the four-grav- 
iton tree-amplitude. In type-II superstring theory the 
tree amplitude for four-massless boson scattering is 

x 2 F ( - s / 8 ) F ( - t / 8 ) F ( - u / 8 )  
A~e~(1,2,3,4) = 128 F(1 +s/8 )F(1 + t /8)F(1 + u/8) 

in the notation of ref. [ 1 ]. 
To obtain external gravitons, we symmetrize the 

polarization tensors. Noting that the K-factors con- 
tain four-momenta each, and taking the limit s--, 8, 
t + u ~  - 8 (preserving the constraint s + t + u = 0), the 
F-functions give the required level-one pole: c/e, 
where c is momentum independent. The residue is 

[ level-one state--two gravitons] 2. For the level-one 
state to be a scalar we have to factorize the kinetic 
factors appropriately: the indices of  the particle sets 
{1,2} and {3,4} should not mix; there should be no 
cross contractions. Going through the above steps, 
the coupling turns out to have a linear form that cov- 
ariantizes to g~R u'p~ R~,p~, where ~ is the massive 
scalar, and g is a constant. The point is that the 
momenta that give the derivatives in the Riemann 
tensor come solely from kinematic factors K. No extra 
momenta come from the expansion of the F-func- 
tions. The latter contribute only to the overall con- 
stant g. 

Thus, aside from an overall constant that is irrel- 
evant for our discussion of the singularities, factor- 
ing out the three-point tree amplitude from the 
residue of (6) amounts to factoring out the corre- 
sponding kinematic factor. Up to a normalization 
we are left with 
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A,-~oop [ 1,2,51 =K[  1,2,5 ]/~[ 1,2,51 

X f (i ~L2,5d2z' ) 
1 

X izlz2Z5212 lnlzlz2z21 

× [Zi2]k,.ks/Z [Zls]*, .k5/2 [Z2s]k,.ks/2 , (9) 

where 

K[1,2,5]=[k~ j k i ~, k2 ¢2 ] [ 6ijo~jt-,LtSM 

and similarly for/~[ 1,2,5]. 
Let us check (9) for singularities. In the limit 

IZl-Z21 ~e~O,  Zl2~e, ( k l+k2)2-2k l . k2= k~ = -8 ,  
and we obtain 

f [dZE] [e] k' log e. (10) ~ k 2 ~ 2  

This singularity is momentum-independent, and 
the amplitude is ill-defined. It is easy to see that the 
original amplitude with 4 massless states had con- 
figurations with double poles corresponding to boIh 
{v3,u4} and {vl,v2} coming together. Factorizing on 
one of these, as we did above, leaves us with a res- 
idue that, not only contains the other pole, but also 
satisfies kinematical conditions such that that pole 
cannot be evaded by any choice of external momenta. 
Obviously, this is a formal problem, directly related 
to the limitations of  the on-shell formalism that we 
are using. I f  one worked with consistent off-shell 
amplitudes, then there may be a way to define the 
massive S-matrix elements through a limiting pro- 
cedure. However, as we will argue below, even this 
is unnecessary. Let us, for the moment, accept the 
problem, and consider its implications. (The situa- 
tion in bosonic strings is definitely more serious. For 
example, the integrand of the one-loop amplitude for 
the extended closed bosonic string contains the extra 
factor 

C [ r ] - 4 ( ½  In v)-12 e4~ Irn-c ]f(e2~i~) i -48 , 

which leads to a divergence in the limit v-,oo, which 
is within the fundamental region of integration. This 
leads to the well-known tachyon and dilaton diver- 
gences, that are absent in superstrings. They cannot 

be eliminated by any choice of external momenta, or 
even by analytic continuations off-shell, and thus are 
more intrinsic.) 

4. What is the significance of these divergences? 
Since they are related to the on-shellness of  the exter- 
nal massive states, one may consider - as mentioned 
above - that an off-shell formulation may be the 
starting point to obtain well-defined expressions, 
separate the would-be divergences, then add suitable 
counterterms to cancel them. (A complete off-shell 
formalism is not available yet, though progress have 
been made in that directions [7,8].) On the other 
hand, loop amplitudes are presumably terms in a 
perturbative expansion of S-matrix elements. Their 
relevance is solely derived from that. What we will 
point out now, is that all massive string states have 
finite lifetimes. Thus they cannot be considered as 
asymptotic states in the limit t--, z m, and one can- 
not define physical S-matrix elements with them as 
external states. They always have to be produced at 
finite t, by sources that are suitable functions of 
massless states. Only the latter can be produced or 
detected asymptotically. Since no physical massive 
S-matrix elements exist, we adopt the viewpoint that 
whether terms in the corresponding perturbative 
expansion are well-defined or not is irrelevant to the 
consistency of the theory. 

The reason why any massive string state is unstable 
follows also directly from tree-amplitude factoriza- 
tion [ 9 ]: starting from a general massless tree ampli- 
tude with a sufficiently large number of  arbitrary 
massless states, one can factorize on any on-shell 
massive state, given the appropriate choice of  exter- 
nal momenta and spin (contractions of  polarization 
tensors) along the factorized channel 

A [ 1,...,N] 

--,B[ 1,...m, massive particle] [massive pole] 

× C[massive particle, m +  1,...,N] . (11 ) 

This is of course the method originally used by Scuito 
[ 10] to obtain the coupling between any 3 string 
states: the three-reggeon coupling. It agrees with the 
computation based on the spectrum generating alge- 
bra [ 11 ]. It can be extended to the N-reggeon cou- 
pling and to fermionic strings. (For a recent 
discussion and references see refs. [18,12].) To 
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summarize, any string state corresponds to a pole in 
the propagator that appears in tree computations, and 
with a suitable choice of external momenta  and spin 
it can be excited and factorized on. The RHS of (11 ) 
defines an amplitude for the decay of a massive state 
into a number of massless states. Thus there is always 
a radiative-correction (not necessarily of one-loop 
order) of  the on-shell propagator of  that massive 
state, that can be cut on on-shell intermediate states, 
and thus has a finite imaginary part, the position of 
the pole in the full propagator is off the real axis, and 
the massive state has a finite lifetime: it cannot be 
an asymptotic state. 

Now, consider a scattering process where a mas- 
sive particle is produced with sufficiently large 
velocity that it travels far enough to be detected. 
Usually, one would think of it as stable, and proceed 
to compute S-matrix elements. However, since this 
is an approximation, there is no reason to expect 
string theory to yield meaningful results in such 
computations unless the rules of string perturbation 
theory are also correspondingly modified. The cor- 
rect way to do things would be to account for the 
massive particle being off-shell and use the appro- 
priate off-shell vertices. (Conformally-invariant tree- 
amplitudes with off-shell external states and ghost 
contributions have been obtained in ref. [8 ].) 

Another way of saying the same thing is that, if 
one could sum over string perturbation theory, then 
the intermediate massive poles would be smoothed 
out to peaks. Factorizing over these would lead to 
amplitudes with off-shell external states. These would 
be well defined. Such problems appear also in field 
theory. But  there we know how to deal with them, 
since we know - at least in simple cases - how to sum 
over certain classes of  Feynman diagrams, obtain the 
renormalized propagator with a shifted pole, etc. In 
string theory, there is - as yet - no simple way to do 
that. 

Finally, we remark that ambiguities in massive 
amplitudes are also present at the tree-level: tree 
amplitudes with both massive and dilaton states are 
ill-defined in the soft-dilaton limit [ 13 ]. The ambi- 
guity comes from configurations where the soft-dila- 
ton sits on an external massive propagator. In the 
soft-dilaton limit (vanishing dilaton momentum) the 
massive propagator connecting the soft-dilaton with 
the rest of the diagram is evaluated on-shell. This does 

not happen with massless propagators since the dila- 
ton couples to the trace of the energy-momentum 
tensor which vanishes for on-shell massless particles. 

5. In the course of this work, we found that these 
singularities have been discussed in the literature. In 
ref. [9], it was suggested that they may be renor- 
malized, or that one should restrict oneself to eval- 
uating massless amplitudes, but no rationale for this 
was given. In ref. [ 14], summation of string pertur- 
bation series, on the same lines as mentioned above 
was also suggested and qualitatively outlined. More 
recently, Weinberg has also discussed these singu- 
larities [ 15 ]. His proposal is to renormalize them. 
He finds that the requirements of consistent facto- 
rization provide sufficient conditions to determine 
the finite parts of the renormalized amplitudes. Thus 
one does not require separate renormalization con- 
ditions, and the usual finite ambiguities of a renor- 
realization procedure would not appear here. 
However, his renormalized vertex operators with 
radiatively-corrected mass-shells do not lead to con- 
formally-invariant expressions when used to com- 
pute, e.g., tree-amplitudes. (The reason may well be 
that ghost contributions were not included.) As 
should be clear from our discussion, these singUlar- 
ities are an artifact of the formalism. If  one wishes 
to discuss the scattering of massive states one has to 
abandon the on-shell formulation. In a proper off- 
shell formalism there should be no inconsistencies. 

Finally, we briefly discuss wh~it to expect in models 
with stable massive particles. That would obviously 
depend on how the mass is generated. The only such 
states we know are the solitons in toms compacti- 
fications. These could be treated as ordinary states 
with quantized momenta  in certain directions, and 
the same remarks would apply to them: all excited 
states (these with internal oscillator excitations) are 
unstable and decay to lowest mass states in the same 
sector. Only the latter can be asymptotic states. They 
are massless states of the original non-compactified 
theory, with non-vanishing momenta, and the non- 
renormalization theorems apply to them, suppress- 
ing potential divergences. Notice that all such soli- 
tions have Planck-scale masses: modular invariance 
requires partition functions with tree-approximation 
masses equally-spaced in planck units. Realistic 
masses must have a different origin. The point is that 
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a partition function gives the spectrum of the bare 
"one-string" theory, and one expects "many-string" 
effects in a finite, but broken supersymmetric theory 
to give finite mass-shifts and a more realistic spec- 
trum. If that is the way realistic small masses are gen- 
erated, then loop computations, as given above, 
would still be meaningful only with massless external 
states: many-string effects would show up only in 
summations over perturbation theory. 
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